Summary: RECSIM takes a general genealogy and simulates the transmission of chromosomes through that genealogy. INDSTATS extracts some basic statistics from the output of RECSIM Availablility: The RECSIM and INDSTATS programs together with readme files READMESIM and READMESTATS can be downloaded from http://www.shef.ac.uk/mmge/chris/inbred.html Contact: c.cannings@shef.ac.uk
The Human Genome projects near completion makes available much quasi-continuous information on individuals chromosomes and potential for studying population relationships. New tools for this study are required; one such is presented here. The complete genealogical relationship between a set of individuals is captured by the specification of the probabilities of the possible identity states of those individuals. An identity state specifies the ancestral origin of the genetic material at a particular locus; see Cotterman (1940) ; Cannings and Thompson (1981) . Thus for two individuals A and B there are 15 possible identity states and if we specify the probabilities { p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p 15 } we have captured all the genealogical information for those two individuals. The same idea holds for any number of individuals.
Recombination events on the chromosomes have no impact on the probabilities for a specific locus, but full information requires knowledge of the identity state process in which the identity state changes at points corresponding to recombination events in the history of the genealogy. Thus for a pair of sibs whoes parents were unrelated, there are four possible identity states (1212), (1213) , (1234) 
m is the recombination rate for females and males (the expected number of recombinations along the chromosome). Thus the process is equivalent to a random walk on the square with rates θ f and θ m in the two directions.
In the general context it is possible to derive the transition rate matrix of the process although this can be very complicated for complex genealogies and/or multiple individuals. An alternative is to simulate the process of recombination through the genealogy, generating thousands of realisations and estimating appropriate rates, regions of occupancy in specific states, numbers of visits to a specific state etc.
The program RECSIM allows the simulation on an arbitrary genealogy, input as a set of quintuples (family number, individual number, father's number, mother's number, sex), with different recombination rates in males and females, and (if required) interference. Each founder copy of the chromosome of interest is labelled with a unique value, and each simulated chromosome within the genealogy is then given as a list of increasing values e.g. The program INDSTATS allows one to choose two individuals from the genealogy and to derive two statistics of major interest. For a pair of chromosomes, one from each of the two individuals and with specification of the parental origin (Pat=paternal, Mat=maternal) , IND-STATS processes the output from RECSIM and returns information on (1) the length of matching chromsome; that is the sum of the lengths of the intervals which have the same origin in the two chromosomes, and (2) the number of such matching intervals. Number of IBD Regions.
RECSIM and INDSTATS

Fig. 1.
As examples of the use of RECSIM and INDSTATS we have run some genealogies and compared chromosomes in some standard relationships where the recombination rate is taken as 3 in males and 4 in females. Our results have been validated over more substantial runs, but here only runs of 1000 have been used. We consider (1) FS=full-sibs, (2) FC=first cousins (3), SC=second cousins and (4) QHFC=quadruple-half-first-cousins (Fig. 1) . Table 1 gives the means and variances of the two statistics produced by INDSTATS together with the true values for the means which are relatively easy to derive, though the same is not true for the variances. Variances for IBD for a pair of individuals, one of whom is a direct descendent of the others can be calculated as per Hill (1993) and Guo and Sun-Wei (1995) , and provide validation of our program. Figure 1 also shows the distribution derived for the latter of the above statistics for the QHFC example. As an additional example we have considered the fourth generation of a case of repeated double-first-cousin mating (RDFC3) Kimura and Crow (1963) . This is specified as follows:-At each time point t = 0, 1, . . . there are two females A t and C t and males B t and D t , A t and B t produce offspring A t+1 and D t+1 while C t and D t produce B t+1 and C t+1 .
